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PERE CERVANTES
Pere Cervantes (Barcelona 1971) is a writer and scriptwriter. A
graduate in law from the UAB (Univeridad Autonoma de
Barcelona) he was a Peacekeeping Observer for the ONU
(United Nations Organization) in Kosovo (1999-2001) and for
the European Union in Bosnia Hercegovina (2002-2003). He is
the author of the novels, La soledad de las ballenas (Editorial
Corona Borealis, 2009), Rompeolas (Editorial Talentura Libros,
2013), No nos dejan ser niños (Ediciones B, La Trama, 2014), La
Mirada de de Chapman (Ediciones B, La trama, 2016). His next
novel, Tres minutos de color (Editorial Alrevés, 2017) was
awarded the Best 2018 Noir Novel in the Cartagena Negra
Festival and short-listed for the Casas Ahorcadas de Cuenca
2018 Prize, while Golpes (Editorial Alrevés) was awarded the
Letras del Mediterráneo 2018 Prize for the best noir novel and
the QUBO Prize 2018 de Narrativa and chosen the best 2018
novel by the Blog Chicas Britt. His new novel El chico de las
bobinas was sold on auction in Italy and Germany before the
publication in Spain.
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PERE CERVANTES
EL CHICO DE LAS BOBINAS
THE BOY WITH THE FILM REELS
A city under constant threat where the most important thing is to learn how to survive. A murder that
will reveal a secret meant to be never discovered.

Barcelona, 1945. Nil Roig is a young boy who spends the days on his bicycle, carrying old film reels from one
cinema to another and dreaming that one day he will be a projectionist in one of those movie theatres. On
the day of his thirteenth birthday he is a witness of a crime committed in the staircase of his house. While
the murderer escapes after having threatened him with death if he does not keep his mouth shut, the dying
man gives him a mysterious picture card of a film actor from the pre-war times. The object searched for and
desired by the low-keyed figures of an ex Gestapo commander and a Francoist police officer. The fact that
the man while giving the card to Nil, whispers the name of David, the boy’s father, who disappeared on the
day when the city was taken over by the victorious army will prompt him to uncover a mystery of the past
for which he will pay a high price.
In the Barcelona of light and shade, El chico de las bobinas tells us about the unparalleled strength of the
women, victims of the war, who showed the world how to survive, about the local movie theatres, a refuge
where people could dream in the turbulent after-war years and about ruined childhood and genuine
sorrows, with the plot set in the determined – but also universal time. Far beyond the suffering for what
was lost and the struggle for survival El chico de las bobinas is an homage to the mother figure and to the
eternal magic of the cinema.

“A historical novel that leans as much towards the noir as to the spy novel.” ABC Cultura

“A homage to the cinema, the shelter of the post-war time.” La Sexta

“This is one of the novels which will be much talked about this year.” El Ideal de Granada

“A magnificent homage to a vanished era of the cinema.” El Periódico de Catalunya
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PERE CERVANTES
EL CHICO DE LAS BOBINAS
THE BOY WITH THE FILM REELS
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#Historical thriller
#Barcelona 1945
#Cinema
#Metro Goldwyn Mayer
#Epic novel
#Old cinemas
#Spy novel
#Gestapo in Barcelona
#Red carpet
#Cinema&literature
#True heroines
#Victims and heroines
#Women who fight
#Brave women
#Women survivors
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SANTIAGO DÍAZ
Santiago Díaz (Madrid, 1971) is a screenwriter for feature films
(Voces) and televisión series (Hermanas, Yo soy Bea, El don de
Alna, El secreto de Puente Viejo, Malaka). In the twenty five
years of his professional life he has written around six
hundred screenplays broadcast on television. His first
novel, Talión (Ed. Planeta) which received the Morella Negra
2019 Prize and the Benjamin de Tudela 2019 Prize has been
translated into various languages and its adaptation for a
television series is in progress. El buen padre will be published
in January 2021 by Roja y Negra (PRHGE).
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SANTIAGO DÍAZ
EL BUEN PADRE
THE GOOD FATHER

An old man turns himself over to the police, saying that he has abducted three persons: a judge, a lawyer
and a young escort girl who was a witness in the court case of his son, accused of killing his wife.
Convinced that the three of them were bribed to convict his son, he tells the police that the three of them
will be left to die at a week’s intervals, if the real killers of his daughter-in-law are not detained.
Inspector Indira Ramos and her team will head the investigation into the abductees. They will try to find
their whereabouts before the deadline given by the old man and then reopen the case of his daughter-in-
law’s murder… and before long they will discover that nothing is as clear at it seemed at the beginning.
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LORENA FRANCO
Lorena Franco (Barcelona, 1983) has appealed to over
250.000 readers worldwide with 15 of her novels, which have
made her one of the best-selling and hugely acclaimed writers
on Amazon ever since she published La viajera del tiempo in
2016. She has become an unprecedented sell-out
phenomenon in Spain, the United States and Mexico. Her
other novels have reached no 1 in digital sales on the
international level. Bookstores in Spain and in various
countries, like Italy or Poland, highlighted her thrillers Ella lo
sabe (Ediciones B, 2017) and Quién mueve los hilos (La esfera
de los libros, 2019). At present, she combines her writing with
her acting career and her recent debut in Bollywood in the
feature movie Paharganj. Her latest thriller, El último verano
de Silvia Blanch published by Planeta has already reached
thousands of readers. A new novel will be published in
February 2021.
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LORENA FRANCO
EL ÚLTIMO VERANO DE SILVIA BLANCH
THE LAST SUMMER OF SILVIA BLANCH
A forbidden love always entails lying. A crime always leaves traces.

The last person to see Silvia Blanch – disappeared without trace in the summer of 2017 – is now dead. Alex,
a young journalist is sent for a weekend to a village in the Montseny mountains where Silvia lived, to talk
with her family and to write a commemorative article a year after the disappearance. She becomes so
involved in the case that she decides to spend the summer in the village to find out really what happened.
However, she realizes soon enough that her presence annoys the inhabitants of the village, especially
Silvia’s cousin, Jan, with whom she falls in love despite the disturbing secrets he hides.

“What a way to toy with the characters and the readers. What dynamism. What descriptive aptitude. How
ably Lorena Franco keeps the secret of The Last Summer of Silvia Blanch until the last pages.”
Pepe Collado, El matí. La Cope

“It is the first book of this author which I read and truly enjoyed. I have related perfectly to the plot, the
setting and the atmosphere, its vivid characters and it got me hooked from the beginning to the end.
Dynamic and unputdownable, it keeps you in suspense until the end. It has left me with a desire for more.”
Libros y estrellas

The Last Summer of Silvia Blanch grips the reader from the very first page. The author knows how to
entertain and, before you realise it, she takes you to a different place, wanting you to have a look around.
Searching for the truth has been a challenge. Lose no time and read it because Lorena Franco has delivered
an awesome thriller. What happened to Silvia Blanch?” Soraya Murillo, Cronicas Literarias.

“I have enjoyed it even more because, while reading the story, nothing turned out to be as I expected. It is a
bold novel with well-intertwined characters and well-kept secrets… Unputdownable from the very first
page.” Libros sin miedo
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LORENA FRANCO
TODOS BUSCAN A NORA ROY
EVERYBODY IS LOOKING FOR NORA ROY

Nobody knows what drove Nora Roy, a young patient in the Vera de la Cruz psychiatric centre, to kill a
renowned psychiatrist, Gabriel Herranz, and the nurse, Ana Torrents. Nobody can understand how she was
able to lock them in the basement, kill them and disappear unnoticed.
When throughout Spain a search for Nora is carried out, Eva, a funeral make-up artist who escapes the
reality by submerging herself in fiction, puts up in her flat Charlotte, a strange and rather guarded Parisian.
One evening, Eva meets Adrián, the man of her dreams, in a discotheque and ends up hoping for a
promising night at her flat. But in the morning Adrián is gone and the walls of the room where Charlotte
stayed are covered with blood. Charlotte has disappeared too.
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ALAITZ LECEAGA
Alaitz Leceaga (Bilbao, 1982) is a great enthusiast of mystery,
thrillers and women’s fiction. With El bosque sabe tu nombre
acclaimed as the debut novel of the year 2018, she hit the
bestselling lists in one month after publication. The
audiovisual rights to the novel have been immediately
optioned by a Spanish producer Nostromo Pictures for a TV
series. With her second novel, Las hijas de la tierra she
confirmed her brilliant storytelling talent.
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ALAITZ LECEAGA
EL BOSQUE SABE TU NOMBRE
THE FOREST KNOWS YOUR NAME
A surprising debut, a different novel, magical, realistic, feminist, picaresque. For a long time there has not
emerged a literary debut as refreshing as this first novel by Alaitz Leceaga. El bosque sabe tu nombre even with
the elements typical of some trends in the Spanish narrative of recent years, departs essentially from any well-
known path and takes the reader along innovative and suggestive tracks.

An enchanted place, a dream mansion, a cruel father, twin girls at variance with each other, a lineage of
magnificent women fighting for survival, a family saga set in Basque Country in 1928.
El bosque sabe tu nombre tells the family saga of the marquises of Zuolaga, owners of a grand mansion, the Villa
Soledad, and of a profitable iron mine in a town in Basque Country region. Estrella is a daughter of the Zuloagas:
she is capricious, egoistic and has a strong character. She and her twin sister, Alma lead the life of the privileged in
the family mansion amongst the parties, the balls, the luxury and also many family secrets. But Estrella and Alma
are not like other girls: they can see and talk with the ghosts in the mansion or know exactly when the first spring
flower will bloom. Their relationship, however, is tainted with malice, rivalry, jealousy and dangerous power
games and it deteriorates when the girls reach adolescence. After a tragic incident and on the eve of the Civil War,
Estrella abandons the family mansion and sets on a long trip that will take her from a boarding school in England
to the dry lands of California and the glamour of Los Angeles and on her return trip she will have a taste of lavish
parties in the Madrid of a new regime. On her way, Estrella will have to do all she can to survive, to retain her land
and the family business.
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ALAITZ LECEAGA
LAS HIJAS DE LA TIERRA
THE DAUGHTERS OF THE LAND
No secret remains uncovered forever

After the spectacular success of her debut novel The Forest Knows Your Name, with over 100,000 copies and
translation and audio-visual rights sold, Alaitz Leceaga returns with an excellent novel recounting the
beginnings of the most important wineries of La Rioja at the end of the 19th century. In The Daughters of the
Land the readers will again find powerful women, attractive settings, intriguing family mystery and expressive
prose.

The year of 1889, La Rioja. There are some people who say that a curse hangs over the vineyards, infertile for
years, on the property of Las Urracas. While for the big wineries in the region it is the beginning of their golden
age, Gloria, a young daughter of the owner, languishes in the old family mansion foreseeing another autumn
without harvest.
Oppressed by a cruel aunt and with an absent father, Gloria will see how her life changes from one day to the next
when she becomes the head of the family business. In that moment a long battle will begin with the wine
producers and local bigwigs who cannot conceive that their rival could be a woman.
With the help of her sisters, Gloria will fight for the recovery of the glory of her vineyards and at the same time
she will get to the bottom of the secrets hidden in the closed rooms and infertile land in Las Urracas Estate. In the
shadow of a curse, unafraid of anything and anybody, the female protagonists of this novel will struggle for the
power which is their due.
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“The literary debut of the year.” El Correo

“An epic novel of powerful women, which aims at being an editorial phenomenon.” El Periodico

“For a very long time there has not been a writer like Alaitz Leceaga. Lose no time to find out how good she is.” El Mundo

“Remember her name. She is the writer of the moment.” Cosmopolitan

“Catapulted towards success with her opera prima, Alaitz Leceaga proves to be the author of reference in the literary scene.”
Juan Herranz, Libros para todos

“During the reading of the novel there is not a moment in which it does not flow easily, there is no superfluous information. On the contrary, the author
describes in detail the plot and actions of the characters making you part of the story. Without a doubt, a novel that hooks you and which you cannot put
down.” Fanfan

“With the echoes of Mary Shelley in the vinyards of La Rioja, Alaitz Leceaga revindicates the importance of women who set up the wine industry in Spain.”
ABC
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DANIEL MARTÍN
Daniel Martín (1974) is a scriptwriter with a fifteen-year-long
experience and a co-scriptwriter for different TV series,
among them, Hospital Central, Velvet, El Principe, La Verdad,
Tiempos de Guerra, Traición. At present he is working for
Bambu Producciones, coordinating the scripts for the
series Alta Mar, broadcast by Netflix. He published the
novel Velvet, el original based on the succesfful series and
written together with Angela Armero commissioned by
Editorial Planeta. Insomnio is his first novel.
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DANIEL MARTÍN
INSOMNIO
INSOMNIA
A memorable harassed hero, perfect setting and the subject of insomnia, a combination that keeps up the
tension in the reader until the very last page.

A fast-moving detective story with inspector Tomás Abad who is determined to find the murderer of several
women. The search he undertakes will plunge him into hell when he finds out that a person close to him is
implicated in the case. Intending to protect him he will take a terrible decision that will cost him his job. Two
years later when his life is totally in ruins and on the edge of a precipice somebody begins to harass him to
make him pay for all the mistakes he has made. And then Tomás will realize that the case has not been
closed yet.
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SUSANA
MARTÍN GIJÓN
Susana Martin Gijón is the author of the detective series Más
que cuerpos, consisting of two trilogies. One is made up of the
novels Más que cuerpos (2013), Desde la eternidad (2014)
and Vino y pólvora (2016) whereas the other one includes
short novels of auto-fiction, Pensión Salamanca (2016), Destino
Gijón (2016) and Expediente Medellín (2017), the winner of the
Premio Cubelles Noir 2018 for the best novel published in
Spanish. In 2015, Susana Martín Gijón published Náufragos,
shortlisted in several prestigious competitions like the Premio
Literario Felipe Trigo or La Trama de Ediciones B. Her latest
novel, Progenie (Progeny) had three reprints in just two weeks
after publication. In preparation is the second installment of
the series, entitled Especie (Species), that will be published by
Alfaguara Negra in 2021.
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SUSANA MARTÍN-GIJÓN
PROGENIE
PROGENY
A bold police procedural that delves into one of the major themes of our times: a reflection on motherhood, and
with it, on family models and on still existing social demands imposed on women. A captivating thriller and a
powerful way of telling a story that is much more than just the plot and the characters but it also deals with the
issue of artificial fertilization and genetic manipulation.

Seville in the grip of a heat wave. Whoever can, dashes for the beach. But not Camino Vargas, the unexpectedly-
appointed and temporary head of the homicide group since the shooting that left inspector Arenas in a coma. And
neither do the criminals. Someone has deliberately run over a woman and fled. This fact will become the focus of
media attention when a disturbing piece of information is leaked out: the murderer left a pacifier in the mouth of
the victim before escaping. All the clues point to the ex-partner, a psychological abuser who made her life
impossible. The statistics are not good: there have already been fifty fatal attacks of gender-based violence this
year. However, when the autopsy reveals that the victim was pregnant, things will no longer be so clear. And when
other murders begin to happen following the same modus operandi, the entire city will be shaken to the core. This
forceful and rather troublesome inspector will have to handle the toughest case of her career, helped only by the
few members of her team that remain in the city. In an exercise of literary maturity, the author reaches a perfect
balance between the subject and a gripping and absorbing thriller in which the big unknown generates high tension
in the whole city: has Seville become a dangerous place for women? Who and why is committing such brutal
murders?
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SUSANA MARTÍN-GIJÓN
ESPECIE
SPECIES

It is summertime in Seville. Inspector Camino Vargas still heads the Homicide Brigade. Paco Arenas, her mentor and
secret love is on leave and Camino is not happy to start to train a new young police officer, Evita Gallego. When on
one day in the Old Town of Seville there appear three bodies, one of a skinned man, another beaten up to death and
still another inflated with food to the point of breaking open, all the sings point out towards a mysterious serial
killer. Only Gallego will be able to decipher a macabre message in the bodies and she will accompany Camino Vargas
in a new descent into hell. Until she finds the connecting thread between them and then the case takes a most
horrifying direction: the murderer imitates the methods of killing animals in the all-powerful meat industry. If in
Progenie the underlying theme was maternity and the still prevailing social impositions for women, in Especie the
author puts the spotlight on the world of industrial production farms and on the way we treat animals. Do we have
the right to torture them from the moment they are born just for the pleasure of eating them? Is this what the
murderer wants to tell us? Inspector Camino and her team, working against time, go to slaughterhouses, farms and
animal sanctuaries while the whole country is terrified by the crimes committed in the Andalusian capital.

A fast-paced novel with twists and turns where nothing will be as it seems. A fascinating case, physical and
psychological violence, a social and ideological dilemma and, once again, an important subject. The setting is Seville
and the characters are skilfully crafted: the great Camino Vargas joins forces with a new police officer in the Brigade,
Evita Gallego.
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SUSANA MARTÍN-GIJÓN
PROGENIE
PROGENY /  REVIEWS

«Un thriller impactante. Toda una revelación» (Carmen Mola)

“Everybody is talking about this book. […] Susana Martín Gijón has made people like you or me the protagonists of her work. And this is where the
magic lies.” Ana Segarra, Libros y Literatura

“Susana Martín Gijón has created a wonderful police procedural with an original and controversial subject in the background.”
Ricardo Bosque, Director of Revista Calibre 38 and Co-ordinator of the Villanoir Festival

“Progenie reaffirms the place of Susana Martín Gijón at the pinnacle of the noir novel.”
Francisco Marín, Director of Cartagena Negra

“By employing the best elements of the noir genre Martín Gijón creates in the reader the state of emotional tension and nail-biting suspense which
she maintains until the very last page.”
Mayte Expósito, Negra y Mortal

“Magnificent! […] A detective novel full of light. Of all colours. An easy and fascinating read. Well-constructed and well-polished. Full of intrigues
but, at the same time, adorned with flashes of a comedy. A memorable work, an outstanding novel”. Fernando Valbuena, El Periodico

“I think it is a perfect book for these days, at least for those who need to entertain themselves and distract their attention for a while from the
information overload. It is an interesting detective story which, nevertheless, contains elements of social criticism and an aspect of the genre rather
unusual in this type of books but very well blended in the plot.” Aixa de la Cruz, Babelia
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ANTONIO 
MERCERO
Antonio Mercero Santos (Madrid, 1969) is the author of the 
novels La cuarta muerte (Espasa, 2012), La vida desatenta (DeBolsillo, 
2014). He has written the police procedural series composed of two
volumes, El final del hombre (Alfaguara, 2017) and El caso de las
japonesas muertas (Alfaguara, 2018) with the transgenic police
inspector Sofia Luna.

He has also published a graphic novel El Violeta (Drakul, 2018) about
the suppression of the homosexuals in the Francoist Spain.
A journalist by education, for over twenty-five years he has been co-
writing television series, among which the most remarkable are 
“Hache”, “Monteperdido”, “Seis hermanas”, “Hospital Central” and 
“Farmacia de guardia”.

Together with Gracia Querejeta he has written the movie scripts for 
“Quince años y un día” (Biznaga Prize for the best script at the 
Festival de Cine in Málaga), “Felices 140” (Best Script Prize at the 
Festival de Cine in Toulouse) and “Invisibles”. Apart from that, he 
has co-written the script for “La Vergüenza” by David Planell and 
has also been the author of short films “Cordelias” and “Como yo te 
amo”, both shortlisted for the Goya Film Prize.
Pleamar, his sixth novel will be published in 2021 by Alfaguara Negra.
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ANTONIO MERCERO
PLEAMAR
HIGHTIDE
The room is dark, the static shot is barely illuminated and the Muller sisters are desperately trying to free themselves 
of the ropes. Duct tape across their mouths stifles their attempts to scream. The video lasts five seconds and is 
destined to eighteen million subscribers of Pleamar, their YouTube channel.

This is just the beginning of the nightmare of Martina and Leandra, two young influencers who have risen to fame 
too quickly. Who is televising the kidnapping?

After a year-long leave of absence, Inspector Darío Mur returns to Madrid to investigate this case. He will have to 
delve into the world he does not know, the world of social networks, the world of posturing, jealousy and betrayal, 
shallow in appearance, shallow in appearance but not any less real.

The list of suspects includes the agent of the sisters, the cameraman who shoots videos for them, an obsessed 
hater, one rival instagrammer and another one who is addicted to mobile phones. It is an array of characters that 
mirror the new society, dominated by the cult of the image and the success in whichever domain as long as it can be 
displayed publicly.

Inspector Mur, a cultured man, nostalgic for olden modes, will be shocked by the pervasive banality of the social 
media customs, the new culture and the canons of evaluating talent and also by the fantasy of eternal youth and the 
ever-lowering significance of love.

He is the father of a conflictive adolescent daughter, perhaps also a victim of this not so harmless new religion and 
he will have to handle the most agonizing case in his career.
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CARLA MONTERO
Carla Montero was born in 1973 in Madrid where she lives
with her husband and four children. Bachelor in Law and
Business Administration, she has extensive work experience
in training for companies and managers. The time she spends
on writing she shares with hobbies such as yoga, cooking and
traveling. Her novels are distinguished by the use of the
historical frame with special attention to the first decades of
the 20th century, well-knit plots and feminine protagonists.
Winner of the Círculo de Lectores Award, Una dama en
juego was her first novel, and sold more than 100,000
copies. La tabla esmeralda, her second novel, sold over
150,000 copies and rights to 6 countries. With La piel
dorada and the latest novel El invierno en tu rostro she
became an acclaimed bestselling writer in Spain and Latin
America. Her latest novel, El jardin de las mujeres Verelli, (2019)
hit the bestselling lists in Spain just upon its publication.
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CARLA MONTERO
EL JARDIN DE LAS MUJERES VERELLI
THE GARDEN OF THE VERELLIS
A family of absent men and courageous women. A legacy which contains valuable lessons. An opportunity
to a new start. A voyage in search of the simplest way of living.

Gianna has been living with her grandmother in the back room of La Cucina dei Fiori, an Italian Deli in
Barcelona. She knows nothing of her family’s past. But on the night when her grandmother dies, she finds
among her things the key to a windmill situated in a small village in the north of Italy and a diary of her great
grandmother, Anice, with missing pages. When her life seems to fall apart, Gianna finds in the history of her
great grandmother the inspiration to start again and sets out for Italy in search of her roots. Through this
journey we get to know Anice, her almost magical relation with nature, the story of her love disrupted by
the outbreak of the Great War and mysterious reasons why she had to abandon everything. But at the same
time, we accompany Gianna in the passage of personal rediscovery and of what really is important in life:
love, friendship and a place to call home.

“Montero’s writing is warm and direct, a feel-good read. I have to admit that I love landscape novels, and in
this one the reader will enjoy the Italian and Spanish history, culture and beautiful places where magic and
love can change everything.”
Fanfan

“Carla Montero delivers a moving and irresistible story with exceptionally well depicted and unforgettable
characters where women play a special role in choosing their own way to find happiness and freedom with
integrity, courage and selflessness. ”
Negra y Mortal
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CARMEN MOLA
Carmen Mola is a pseudonym. The author, born in Madrid,
who has decided to remain anonymous, has for this reason
been called “the Spanish Elena Ferrante” by the literary
critics. With her first novel, La Novia Gitana, she initiated in
2018 a series with Inspector Elena Blanco. The novel has
become a bestseller and has won the acclaim of the critics. It
has been translated in seven countries and will be adapted
for a television series by Viacom/CBC and DiagonalTV. La Red
Purpura published in 2019 is the second novel in the series and
soon La Nena, the long-awaited third volume has been
published in April 2020. The trilogy, sold over 250.000 copies
up to date.
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CARMEN MOLA
LA NOVIA GITANA
THE GYPSY BRIDE
Inspector Elena Blanco has to raise every fold of the Gypsy Bride’s veil to get to the truth: who hated Susana so
much, who hated her sister and her father? While working on the case she will have to deal with a dangerous
murderer, a vengeance, the age-old religion and the revelation of some terrible facts about herself.

“In Madrid there are not many murders committed”, deputy inspector Ángel Zárate’s old mentor in the police
force used to say, “but when they happen, there is nothing the other cities can be envious of”, would add
inspector Elena Blanco, the Head of the Case Analysis Brigade, a police department created for resolving the most
complicated and most heinous crimes. Susana Macaya, a Gypsy girl, educated in a non-gypsy environment,
disappears after her hen party. Nothing is known about her until two days later when her body turns up in the run-
down Quinta de Vista Alegre park with its abandoned gardens in the district of Carabanchel. It might have been
just another routine investigation, were it not for the fact that the victim was brutally tortured and that her sister
Lara, also about to be married, also a young and beautiful Gypsy girl had been murdered in the same manner
seven years before. Lara’s killer is serving a sentence in prison, so there are only two possibilities: it is either a
copycat murder or an innocent person has been imprisoned. This is why the Head of Operations, inspector
Rentero decides to take the case from young Zárate and give it to the experienced Elena Blanco. She is a peculiar
character, a loner, a fan of grappa, of karaoke, of old Soviet cars and of romantic encounters in underground
parking bays. A very special police officer who keeps working in the force because she must not forget that there
is a case in her life she cannot close. To investigate implies getting to know people, revealing their secrets, their
lack of consistency, their life. In the case of Lara and Susana it will be necessary to delve into the life of the Gypsies
who have renounced their customs in order to integrate into the society as well as into the life of those who
condemn such attitudes and do not forgive. It will also require acknowledging petty displays of racism they face
every day…

“Spanish Elena Ferrante? With The Gipsy Bride, Carmen Mola enters the panorama of the police procedural with
tremendous impetus (…) The novel’s solid structure and the plot unfolding like a classic detective story at the
same time breaks withs various conventional principles. ” Juan Carlos Galindo, El Pais

“A great and amazing thriller.” Manuel Rodríguez Rivero, Babella
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CARMEN MOLA
LA RED PÚRPURA
THE PURPLE WEB
The fight to finish off The Purple Web will push the Case Analysis Brigade to the limit and, in a way, it may even
destroy the Brigade itself. A race during which Ángel Zárate will see Elena Blanco slowly breaking down because
her son can be part of that horror. But what would not a mother do to save her child?

A small townhouse in a residential neighborhood on the outskirts of Madrid. The last days of a hot summer.
Alberto Robles has to force his daughter to get out of the pool while his wife, Soledad, is trying to get her
teenage son, Daniel, to come down from his room and help her set the table for dinner. It could have been a night
like so many others. But tonight, everything will fall into pieces. Inspector Elena Blanco, in charge of the Case
Analysis Brigade (BAC), bursts into the house of Los Robles. Convinced of what she does, she goes straight to
Daniel's room, followed by the rest of the agents. On the computer screen of the teenager there is the
confirmation of what they feared: the boy is watching a live snuff show in which a girl is tortured by two hooded
men. The efforts of the agents to try to locate the place from which it comes are unsuccessful. Helpless, they can
only witness how the torture continues until the death of the girl whose name, in that moment, they are not even
able to know. But she was not the first victim. How many have died at the hands of the Purple Web in similar
shows? That is the conclusion reached by the Brigade agents after investigating the sinister organization with
which they came into contact for the first time in the case of The Gypsy Bride. For months they have been
collecting information about this group that traffics in videos of extreme violence on Deep Web, the hidden side
of the Net. And during all this time, Elena Blanco has not told anybody what she has discovered: her son, Lucas,
who disappeared when he was only a child, is perhaps a part of the Web. Perhaps he has become a monster.
Could her son be one of the hooded men torturing that girl? Elena does not know if she will have the courage to
face what she will discover. But, inevitably, the truth will be getting closer and closer. The video that they
managed to intercept on Daniel's computer will serve the agents to gradually surround The Purple Web. However,
the new findings will make them realize that this torture was only the tip of the iceberg. That the perversion of
the human being can reach the extremes never imagined.
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CARMEN MOLA
LA NENA
THE BABE
It is the end of the Chinese year and the Year of the Pig begins. Chesca has a date with Zarate but , in the very last
moment, he stands her up. In spite of that she goes out to have a good time. She meets a man and spends the
night with him. In the morning, she can see three men standing around the bed and waiting to get a share in the
feast. And she can smell a disgusting odour of pigs.

Not having heard from her for the whole day, her colleagues from BAC begin to look for Chesca. They will get
invaluable help from Elena Blanco, who, although not a member of the police force any longer, will not turn her
back on her friend.

“Who is Carmen Mola? Does it matter? Her novels captivate us by their overwhelming originality, make us want
more, much more, when, horrified, we realize that we are on the last page.”
Jordi Llobregat, Director of the Valencia Negra Festival

“From the very first page, Carmen Mola, whoever she is, proves to have her own voice and be it noir or any other
genre it means a lot. Perhaps it is half of the success. Or more.”
Lorenzo Silva, Director of the Getafe Negro Festival

The noir novel either mutates or insulates itself. Carmen Mola is a mutating writer. The bad thing about her is that
you cannot invite her to a festival.”
Carlos Zanon, Director of BCNegra Festival
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CARMEN MOLA
LA NOVIA GITANA
THE GYPSY BRIDE

LA RED PÚRPURA
THE PURPLE WEB

LA NENA
THE BABE
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BENITO OLMO
Benito Olmo (Cadiz, 1980) is a writer and scriptwriter. He is
the author of La maniobra de la tortuga (Suma de Letras, 
2016), La tragedia del girasol (Suma de Letras, 2018) 
and Desajuste de cuentas (Storytel Original, 2019). 

He was shortlisted for the I Premio Aragón Negro/La Trama, 
the III Premio Santa Cruz, the Premio Tormo Negro-
Masfarné 2019, the I Premio Negra y Mortal and the III 
Premio Cartagena Negra for the best novel published in 2018. 

At present he is working on the film adaptation of the La 
maniobra de la Tortuga, which will be produced at the end of 
2020 by Aralan Fims and directed by Juan Miguel del Castillo.
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BENITO OLMO
EL GRAN ROJO
THE GREAT RED
A fast-paced crime novel set in the city of Frankfurt and its streets of the Red Light District, the injection sites 
and shit coffee. The first installment of the Mainhattan Project protagonised by the Spanish private investigator 
Mascarell.

Mascarell is the person you turn to when no other detective in the whole city wants to investigate a case you have 
to commission. Used to moving around in the red district, in supervised injection sites and some of the most foul-
smelling joints (hovels) in Frankfurt, his reputation among all the weirdos in the neighbourhood grows 
unceasingly. This time, however, the task he is about to take on is most unusual and too well-paid to be legal. 

Even so, he accepts it. During the investigation he will meet Ayala, a young girl, who wants to find out the truth 
about the death of her brother and untangle the murky business he was implicated in before he died.
The case will take them to the other side of Frankfurt, a European Manhattan, and show them from close up the 
beast that lives in the shade of the skyscrapers. Everybody knows too well who The Great Red is and what he is 
capable of, to make sure that nothing and nobody threatens the good health condition of the business he is 
conducting.
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MONICA 
ROUANET
Mónica Rouanet (Alicante, 1970). A graduate in Philosophy
and Literature as well as in Educational Sciences from the
Universidad Pontificia de Comillas in Madrid. She has been
working with people in situations of vulnerability and social
exclusion for over twenty years. Her first novel, El camino de
las luciérnagas, was published in 2012 in the digital format and
two years later in the paper format by Editorial La Fea
Burguesia. In 2015 she published her second novel, Donde las
calles no tienen nombre (Roca Editorial) and in 2019 the
third, Despiértame cuando acabe septiembre (Roca Editorial).
The latter has been nominated the best 2020 noir novel at the
Festival of Cubelles Noir. The new novel, No oigo a los niños
jugar, will be published in May 2021.
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MONICA ROUANET
NO OIGO A LOS NIÑOS JUGAR
CANNOT HEAR THE CHILDREN PLAYING
After the success of Despiértame cúando acabe septiembre, for twenty weeks the bestseller on top of the lists on 
Amazon.es, Mónica Rouanet comes back with an unforgettable new novel.

After a serious car accident, in which Alma lost her family, the seventeen-year old girl, suffers a post-traumatic 
shock and is sent by her grandfather to a psychiatric clinic, located in a renovated building in Madrid. She lives 
there among the doctors, other patients with diverse afflictions and one day comes across some children that, it 
seems, only she can see. Little by little, the story of the old building and its bygone occupants interweaves with 
the reality Alma faces up to now. All this will lead her to the bottom of dark secrets for years kept hidden within 
the walls of the enormous mansion and also those hidden in her mind.
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